It is known that the capacity of a multi-antenna flat non-fading gaussian channels (MIMO capacity) can be improved if the transmitter has perfect knowledge of channel. The channel information affects the input allocation and hence there is capacity degrada-, tion when the transmitter does not know the channel perfectly. In this work variation in MIMO capacity due to small perturbations that do not change the rank of the channel is studied. The need for the analysis is highlighted by the fact that at high SNR, most channel estimation algorithms give small errors. Expressions and bounds for capacity are derived using first order perturbation analysis. Further to this, the dependence of capacity on the channel parameters and total power is studied. It is shown that the upper bound on degradation in capacity for small errors varies as the square of the spectral norm of perturbation. Further the degradation has an approximate inverse square relation with total power used and channel singular values. These results are extended to a general class of communication systems and results for MIMO-OFDM systems over frequency selective channels are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider the MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) system with m transmitting and n receiving antennas over Gaussian channel. Specifically, we are interested in the model, where y, 2 are n x 1, m x 1 received and transmitted vectors respectively. L is n x 1 complex Gaussian vector with independent identically distributed real and imaginary parts with zero mean and variance 0.5 [l]. The channel, denoted by the n x m matrix H , is assumed to be complex, flat and non-fading. Extensions to frequency selective non-fading channel is provided later.
Q denotes the input correlation matrix of the signals transmitted across antennas. The power available for transmission is P, so that T T R~ (9) 5 P. The capacity for such a setup is [I] where (a)+ = max{O,a} and * denotes Hermitian operation. &(Y) and Y(i,j), respectively, are the ith eigen-value and the (i, j ) t h entry of a matrix Y. Further {X,(A)} are arranged in descending order.
If the transmitter has perfect channel information, then it obtains the optimal input matrix Qopt and.transmits accordingly so that capacity Cop, is achieved. However, if the transmitter has an estimate of the channel given by [H + A H ] , the matrix Qopt optimal for [H + AH] is obtained and transmission carried out accordingly over actual channel H. Such a situation, for example, arises when the receiver measures a channel with error and relays the same information to the transmitter for input optimization. While t h e transmitter assumes that the mutual information achieved is Copt (the capacity for the perturbed channel), the actual mutual information achieved is C. Since Copt is optimal for H, C 5 Copt. We term C as achieved capacity. The expressions for Copt, Copt and C are [ I ] ? .
where the logarithm is over the base 2 throughout the paper. Since we are dealing with fixed channels, C is independent of receiver channel information.
We are interested in the variation of C with channel perturbation inorder to evaluate the necessity of precise channel information and algorithms that yield such information. While one may numerically evaluate C from equation 3 for a given H and AH, doing so will not highlight the effects of various parameters like user power P and channel singular values on C. Further, having an explicit relationship between-the aforesaid parameters and C provides the designer with tools to combat the degradation. As a result, we need to have expression for C, more refined than equation 3, in terms of channel perturbation, channel singular values and total power P.
We use A + AA = [H + AH]'[H + AH] so that AA is the penurbation in A. The spectral norm [2] of a matrix Y. denoted by llYll. is used as a "measure" of matrix quantities. It is shown in the paper that, for any full rank channel, the rank of the measured channel is same as that of the true channel if 11 AA11 is less than the minimum eigen-value of A. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to such a class of perturbations which do not change the rank. The need to obtain C for such a class is motivated by the observation that errors produced by most channel estimation algorithms decrease with SNR and for well-conditioned channels the errors belong to aforesaid class. The results for perturbations that change the rank are presented in [4] .
The results obtained can be easily extended to those communication systems whose capacity expressions are similar to equation 3, for e.g. MIMO 
tioned in Section 11. We do not consider the loss in capacity due to the sharing1 estimation of channel parameters.
as is a real diagonal matrix, .
PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
We take recourse to &e first order perturbation methods [3].
For the sake of completeness we mention the following useful results. Let Y be a n x n Hermitian matrix having distinct eigen 
where equations 10 and 9 reguire A to possess distinct eigenvalues. In finding rank of HQOptH' and Appendix A, A is required to be full rank. Combining the two, A is assumed to be full rank with distinct eigen-values.
The -CI for a full rank 4 x 3 channel of unit norm with random perturbations whose maximum norm is limited to be less than O.lX3(A). While P can be used as in Appendix A for each perturbation, for fair comparison, we fix P = *, a value shows that the order of terms in AX does not increase with P > 1.
Hence the earlier approximations hold when all the channel singular values are increased.
This study shows that we can increase P and channel singular values arbitrarily while using equation 19.
IU. OBSERVATIONS
In this section we present some observations on the variation of degradation Copt -C due to changes in power, channel singular values and the perturbation norm. All the results presented are for the channel used in figure 1. Since figure 1 shews that C,,,, is a good approximation for C, we present results for Copt -Cp,,t. Effect of Total P o w e r P Equation 19 shows clearly that increasing P reduces the bound in the degradation. Further note that this decrease is approximately proportional to P-'. Thus the degradation in capacity can be combated by increasing power. These observations are highlighted in figure 2, for the 4 x 3 channel of figure 1. @ denotes the factor by which the power is amplified. Also, as P + M, Cpert -+ c.
Effect of AH

Effect ofchainel Singular Values
Here all the singular values of the channel are increased by the factor P 2 1 while the perturbations ( A H ) are same as in the fl = 1 case. Choosing P as in Appendix A, results in P a @-' .
Then it can be seen from equation 19, with the assumption @&(A) >> a;, that degradation falls approximately as f 2 . Note that degradation reduces despite the fact that P is also reduced. Also, PH + AH + PH for , 9 >> 1. As a result, we see that the degradation reduces as the channel norm increases. These are summarized in figure 3 which shows the degradation for the channel of figure 1 for variom 8. 
N. EXTENSION TO MIMO-OFDM SYSTEMS
The earlier results were reported for frequency Bat channels. Since these expressions are similar to those in equation 3, earlier results can be extended to MIMO-OFDM systems and we present them for completeness.
The submatrices Hb are n x m matrices denoting the kfh DFT 
A. Perturbation Analysis
We assume H to be full rank with distinct eigen-values. To highlight independent perturbations, we provide the following expressions that can be easily derived from earlier results. Let 
V. CONCLUSION
An analysis of the variation of MIMO capacity in the presence channel perturbations has been carried out. The channel perturbations are assumed to be small so that first order perturbation analysis of MIMO capacity can be carried out. The fact that most channel estimation algorithms yield small errors motivates the aforesaid analysis. Expressions and bounds for the MIMO capacity in presence channel perturbations are derived. The validity of these expressions is also studied. It is shown that the degradation and has an approximate inverse square relation with power used and the channel singular values. The degradation decreases with the channel perturbation and the upper bound derived shows that the degradation varies as the square of the perturbation norm. These results show that degradation can be reduced by using higher power and using a channel with high singular values.
All the results derived can be extended to a broader class of communication systems of which results for MIMO-OFDM systems over frequency selective channels are presented. Then choosing n = 1 + q.and using equation 23. P 2 &, which is sufficient to to prevent use of water filling in calculating X;(Qopt). The full rank assumption of A is used here. The choice of P 2 helps us to avoid water filling for true and measured channels. The transmitter obtains X,(A + AA) and calculates P for a given upper bound on IlAAll. Even though P can be further reduced, this choice is used for simplicity.
